Newsletter December 2018
Hi all!
It has been a while since our last newsletter. 2018 has been a strange year with less releases as
originally planned. As most of you know I work alone and creating TS DLC is something I am doing next
to my regular day job. An incredibly busy year in that respect has unfortunately severely impacted TS
development time. The cooperation with Henk van Willigenburg (Wilbur Graphics) has helped a lot,
releasing the Ae 3/6 and Leichtstahlwagen in our shop. The LION pack has proven to be a lot more
work than expected and will now be delayed into 2019.

Updates
The release of the 64bit game as part of TS2019 has fortunately been pretty smooth, creating very
little problems. The only obvious thing that broke was the TwX licensing system. The fix tool (available
on the website) fixes this issue but of course there is now also a need to update all my add-ons
mitigating the issue. The reason for not having done these updates yet, is that I am also fixing some
existing bugs and making some improvements so that the update is more than just a ‘license patch’.
The Re 460 (and IC2000) update is now close to release, The Re 420 and 620 will be next. After that I
will also look at updating the RABe 511.
Going Dutch
Another novelty is Dutch content, specifically Wilbur Graphic’s Retro Canvas Route. I will stay focused
on Swiss trains but wanted to help Henk providing an outlet for his nice route.
HVZ ‘LION’ Dostos and more..
I am sure you are curious about the TwX roadmap for 2019. As it stands currently, we plan to release
the LION HVZ Dostos set (in progress), the Re 4/4 I Pendelzug (in progress) and the EW IV wagons
including Bt wagen. For use on the Swiss Zürich-Olten-Bern route that is being developed by B42 rail,
we will start work on an Re 450 DPZ plus (S-Bahn Zürich) that might become available as AI consist

first and as a drivable train later. For the fans of Swiss Classics Henk is already working on something
nice too..

Thank you!
I want to thank all of my customers for their continued support wish all of you a merry Christmas and
a happy new year.
Paul

